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PREHISTORY OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS�A.K. WróblewskiPhysis Department, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Polande-mail: akw�fuw.edu.pl(Reeived January 3, 2002)A summary is given of the attempts to understand the struture of theatom from the disovery of radioativity until the disovery of the neutron.PACS numbers: 01.65.+gIn an essay on nulear physis prepared for the entenary of the AmerianPhysial Soiety Hans Bethe wrote: �Nulear physis started in 1894 withthe disovery of the radioativity of uranium by A. H. Bequerel� [1℄.This statement an not be left without some omments. Firstly, Be-querel's disovery took plae in 1896, not in 1894. Seondly, while we knowtoday that radioativity is a nulear phenomenon, it took quite a few yearsafter its disovery before it beame an established knowledge. At the turnof the XXth entury no notion of the atomi nuleus existed, and even thevery struture of the atom was a vague onept.I am of the opinion that nulear physis, as we know it now, beganonly in 1932 with the disovery of the neutron. In the �rst 35 years afterBequerel's disovery we had just an empirial siene of radioativity andradioative radiations related with the struture of the atom. This periodmay be treated as �early nulear physis� [2℄, but I prefer to all it �prehistoryof the nulear physis�. The present artile, therefore, gives a summary ofthe attempts to understand the struture of the atom before the disoveryof the neutron. The summary is neessarily biased beause it is not possibleto over all aspets of the development of subatomi physis of that periodin a short presentation.� Invited talk presented at the XXVII Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e,Poland, September 2�9, 2001. (9)



10 A.K. WróblewskiIn the history of siene it is indispensable to learn the opinions of pastsientists from their own words, hene this artile ontains extensive quota-tions from the original papers.1. Early views on the soure of energy of radioative elementsLarge and apparently inexhaustible energy of radioative transforma-tions was hard to explain without assuming some external soure of energy.Thus, William Crookes [3℄ proposed that the heavy atoms of radioativeelements have the property of absorbing the kineti energy of the fastestmoleules of the air. He alulated that the air within a room 12 feet high,18 feet wide, and 22 feet long ontained energy enough to propel a one-horseengine by more than twelve hours. The hypothesis of Crookes was soon on-tradited by Julius Elster and Hans Geitel [4℄ who proved experimentallythat uranium radiation was the same at normal atmospheri pressure andin a vauum, and also in a mine at the depth of 853 meters.Other sientists speulated that the radioative atoms ould absorb someunknown radiation from spae, and re-emit it in form of penetrating radia-tion. In her �rst paper on radioativity [5℄ Marie Skªodowska-Curie wrote:�To interpret the spontaneous radiation of uranium and thorium one mightimagine that all spae is onstantly traversed by rays analogous to Röntgenrays, but muh more penetrating and able to be absorbed only by ertainelements of high atomi weight, suh as uranium and thorium�. The Curiesattempted to see whether the sun ould be the soure of that unknown ra-diation, but they found no diurnal variation in the ativity of uranium [6℄.The mystery deepened when Pierre Curie and Albert Laborde [7℄ measuredthe rate of emission of energy by a known quantity of radium. They againonsidered an unknown exterior soure of energy. Lord Kelvin was also on-vined that the energy an not originate inside the atom: �It seems to meabsolutely ertain that if emission of heat an go on month after month... en-ergy must be supplied from without� [8℄. The external soure of radioativeenergy was disussed as late as 1919 [9℄.2. Early atomi modelsIn 1901 Jean Perrin suggested [10℄ that atoms might look like miniatureplanetary systems with one or more positively harged �suns� and smallnegatively harged �planets�. The orpusles farthest from the entre ouldbe very weakly held by eletri attration and possibly easily detahable.It sounded as a plausible explanation of the spontaneous radioativity ofmatter.Lord Kelvin proposed that the negative eletrons in atoms form groupsinside a homogeneous spherial loud of the positive harge [11℄. This loose



Prehistory of Nulear Physis 11proposal was elaborated in 1904 by Joseph John Thomson [12℄ in the �plumpudding model� in whih the eletrons move in a plane, distributed withequal angular intervals over one or more rings. Thomson based his onsid-erations upon observations of Alfred Marshall Mayer [13℄ who experimentedwith magnetized steel needles. When a number of suh small magnets thrustthrough small disks of ork were �oated in a vessel of water in a magneti�eld, they formed stable on�gurations in form of regular polygons. The�rst polygon was formed when there were just �ve magnets. The sixth andsubsequent magnets moved to the entre while the other �ve remained onthe polygon. This went on until there were fourteen magnets forming twopolygons. The �fteenth magnet would start to build a third polygon, and soon. Thomson alulated that the radiation from the moving rings of orpus-les is muh redued ompared with the radiation of a single moving harge.This provided explanation of why atoms built with moving harges ouldbe stable. Thomson also attempted to draw analogies between properties ofhemial elements and periodiity in the arrangement of orpusles.In 1903 Philipp Lenard [14℄ proposed a hypothesis that atoms onsistedof �dynamids� � pairs of opposite eletri harges about 10,000 times smallerthan atomi radii, so that the atom was supposed to be almost ompletelyempty. He drew this onlusion from the fat that athode rays easily tra-verse large number of atoms in thin foils. His model, however, failed to at-trat the interest of physiists. In 1904 Hantaro Nagaoka [15, 16℄ proposeda �Saturnian� atom model in whih eletrons distributed in a onentri ringirulated around a positively harged entral attrating mass.�The system, whih I am going to disuss, onsists of a large number ofpartiles of equal mass arranged in a irle at equal angular intervals andrepelling eah other with fores inversely proportional to the square of dis-tane; at the entre of the irle, plae a partile of large mass attrating theother partiles aording to the same law of fore. If these repelling parti-les be revolving with nearly the same veloity about the attrating entre,the system will generally remain stable, for small disturbanes, provided theattrating fore be su�iently great... . The present ase will evidently beapproximately realized if we replae these satellites by negative eletronsand the attrating entre by a positively harged partile...� [15℄.Nagaoka alulated that the osillations perpendiular to the plane ofthe eletron ring led to a spetrum having a band-like struture and theosillations in the plane � to a kind of line spetrum. The �- and �-rayswere assumed to be emitted when the eletron ring and the atomi nuleusbroke up beause of large disturbanes. It was soon realized [17℄, however,that Nagaoka's atom annot serve its purpose. Rutherford nevertheless a-knowledged his indebtedness to Nagaoka in his �rst paper on the strutureof the atom.



12 A.K. Wróblewski3. The disovery of the atomi nuleusThe idea of the entral atomi harge was proposed by Ernest Ruther-ford in the paper �The Sattering of � and � Partiles by Matter and theStruture of the Atom�, published in May 1911 [18℄. His aim was to explainthe results obtained by Hans Geiger and Ernest Marsden on the satteringof �-partiles by thin metal foils published in June 1909 [19℄. Preliminaryresults of the sattering of �-partiles were reported a year earlier by Geiger[20℄.Rutherford himself liked to repeat a story: �One day Geiger ame tome and said. `Don't you think that young Marsden whom I am training inradioative methods ought to begin a small researh?' Now I had thoughtso too, so I said, `Why not let him see if any alpha-partiles an be sat-tered through a large angle?' I may tell you in on�dene that I did notbelieve that they would be, sine we knew that the �-partile was a veryfast massive partile, with a great deal of energy, and you ould show thatif the sattering was due to the aumulated e�et of a number of smallsatterings the hane of an �-partile's being sattered bakwards was verysmall. Then I remember two or three days later Geiger oming to me in greatexitement and saying, `We have been able to get some of the �-partilesoming bakwards . . . ' � [21℄.Rutherford always delared that it was the most surprising result he hadknown, and he oined a graphi phrase whih, again, he often used: �It wasas though you had �red a �fteen-inh shell at a piee of tissue paper and ithad bouned bak and hit you�[ 21℄.It took Rutherford two years to develop a nulear model of the atom,whih ould explain the results on � sattering. It is interesting to notethat in 1909 he enrolled as a student to attend the elementary letures onprobability given by Horae Lamb and that he took extensive notes likeany �rst-year student [22℄. At �rst he was undeided as to the harge ofthe entral ore. In a letter to William Henry Bragg [23℄ he wrote: �I ambeginning to think that the entral ore is negatively harged, for otherwisethe law of absorption for beta-rays would be very di�erent from that observed. . . �A month later [24℄ he was undeided: �The sattering of the eletri�edpartiles is onsidered for a type of atom whih onsists of a entral eletriharge onentrated at a point and surrounded by a uniform spherial distri-bution of opposite eletriity equal in amount�. By that time he knew thatthe results are independent of the harge so he wrote in his epoh-makingpaper: �Consider an atom whih ontains a harge �Ne at its entre sur-rounded by a sphere of eletri�ation ontaining �Ne supposed uniformlydistributed throughout a sphere of radius R . . . . It will be shown that the



Prehistory of Nulear Physis 13main dedutions from the theory are independent of whether the entralharge is supposed to be positive or negative. For onveniene, the sign willbe assumed to be positive . . . . It has not so far been found possible toobtain de�nite evidene to determine whether it be positive or negative . . . �[18℄.But three years later he seemed to have forgotten his initial hesitation:�. . . I supposed that the atom onsisted of a positively harged nuleus ofsmall dimensions in whih pratially all the mass of the atom was onen-trated. The nuleus was supposed to be surrounded by a distribution ofeletrons to make the atom eletrially neutral, and extending to distanesfrom the nuleus omparable with the ordinary aepted radius of the atom�[25℄.One should note that Rutherford used initially the words �entral ore�or �entral harge�, and the word �nuleus� was �rst used by John Niholson[26℄.Rutherford's theory explained the sattering of �-partiles and hardlyanything else, therefore it did not arouse muh interest. It was not even men-tioned at the First Solvay Conferene on Physis (Otober 30�November 3,1911). The Seond Solvay Conferene on Physis took plae in Otober1913, just few months after Niels Bohr's �rst paper on the quantum theoryof the atomi onstitution had been published. Apparently the disoveryof the atomi nuleus was not yet appreiated by physiists at that time,sine the only referene to it was made by Rutherford himself in the disus-sion following J.J. Thomson's report �Struture of the atom�. Furthermore,Rutherford's disovery was not mentioned in Campbell's Modern Eletri-al Theory (1913), and Rihardson's The Eletron Theory of Matter (1914).Rutherford himself mentioned the nuleus brie�y in a short setion in hisRadioative Substanes and Their Radiations (1913).Only muh later, at the Third Solvay Conferene (1�6 April 1921),Rutherford's nulear model of the atom and Bohr's atomi theory were en-tral in the disussion of �Atoms and eletrons�, whih was the main themeof the meeting. 4. The wonder year 1913One has to remember that at the turn of the XXth entury the number ofeletrons in atoms was believed to be very large. As reported by Rutherfordin 1902 [27℄: �The eletron thus appears to be the smallest de�nite unit ofmass with whih we are aquainted. The view has been put forward that allmatter is omposed of eletrons. On suh a view an atom of hydrogen forexample is a very ompliated struture onsisting possibly of a thousand ormore eletrons. The various elements di�er from one another in the numberand arrangement of eletrons, whih ompose the atom�.



14 A.K. WróblewskiLater Thomson devised a method to determine this number from argu-ments based on the sattering of X-rays and the dispersion of light in gasesand also on the absorption of athode rays and �-rays in matter. In 1906he onluded that the number of eletrons was omparable with the atomiweight [28℄. After 1910 it was generally aepted that the number of ele-trons in an atom was of the same order as its atomi number, although aslate as 1911, H.A. Wilson maintained that a hydrogen atom ontained eighteletrons [29℄.In 1912 the origin of radioative transformations was still unertain. Forexample Rutherford onsidered �. . . the instability of the entral nuleus andthe instability of the eletroni distribution. The former type of instabilityleads to the expulsion of an �-partile, the latter to the appearane of �-and -rays . . . � [30℄. Thus, only in that year �-deay was for the �rst timeorretly identi�ed as a nulear proess.In 1913 various piees of the atomi jigsaw puzzle began to fall intoproper plaes. Antonius van den Broek orretly interpreted the atominumber A as the nulear harge Z, and proposed the proton-eletron modelof the nuleus [31�33℄. Geiger and Marsden presented [34℄ splendid quanti-tative on�rmation of Rutherford's sattering theory. Niels Bohr publishedhis famous trilogy on the onstitution of atoms and moleules [35℄, andHenry Moseley [36℄ found the formula for the frequeny of harateristiX-radiation, whih led to the de�nitive interpretation of the periodi table.Also Kasimir Fajans [37℄, Georg v. Hevesy [38℄, Alexander Smith Russell[39℄, and Frederik Soddy [40℄ independently disovered the DisplaementLaw for radioative deays, and Soddy elaborated the onept of the isotopes[41℄. It truly was a wonder year, annus mirabilis.Van den Broek, a Duth lawyer, was also an amateur theoretial physi-ist, interested mostly in numerial regularities. Starting from 1907 he triedto �nd proper arrangement of elements in the periodi system by inludingthe newly disovered radioative substanes. His various planar and ubiversions of the periodi system extended it up to 120 elements, the last plaebeing that of uranium.Then, in 1913, he made a luky hit. It is worth to quote the text ofhis ground-breaking proposal almost in its entirety: �In a previous letter toNature (July 20, 1911, p. 78) the hypothesis was proposed that the atomiweight being equal to about twie the intra-atomi harge . . . Charges beingknown only very roughly (probably orret to 20 per ent), and the numberof the last element Ur in the series not being equal even approximately tohalf its atomi weight, either the number of elements in the Mendelee�'ssystem is not orret (that was supposed to be the ase in the �rst letter),or the intra-atomi harge for the elements at the end of the series is muhsmaller than that dedued from the experiment (about 200 for Au). Now,



Prehistory of Nulear Physis 15

Fig. 1. The results on the sattering of �-partiles obtained by Geiger and Marsden.The data were taken from [34℄.aording to Rutherford the ratio of the sattering of �-partiles per atomdivided by the square of the harge must be onstant. Geiger and Marsden(Phil. Mag. XXV, pp. 617 and 618) putting the nulear harge propor-tional to the atomi weight, found values, however, showing not onstany,but systemati deviations from (mean values) 3,885 for Cu to 3,25 for Au.If now in these values the number M of the plae eah element oupies inMendelee�'s series is taken instead of A, the atomi weight, we get a realonstant (18,7� 0,3); hene the hypothesis proposed holds good for Mendele-e�'s series, but the nulear harge is not equal to half the atomi weight.Should thus the mass of the atom onsist for by far the greatest part of�-partiles, then the nuleus must ontain eletrons to ompensate this ex-tra harge . . . � [32℄.



16 A.K. WróblewskiGeiger and Marsden studied the sattering of �-partiles by thin metalfoils in order to hek the sattering formula proposed by their boss twoyears earlier [18℄: �Professor Rutherford has reently developed a theoryto aount for the sattering of �-partiles through these large angles, theassumption being that the de�exions are the result of an intimate enounterof an �-partile with a single atom of the matter traversed. In this theory anatom is supposed to onsist of a strong positive or negative entral hargeonentrated within a sphere of less than 3�10�12 m radius, and surroundedby eletriity of the opposite sign distributed throughout the remainder ofthe atom of about 10�8 m radius.. . . onsidering the enormous variation in the numbers of sattered par-tiles, from 1 to 250,000, the deviations from onstany of the ratio areprobably well within the experimental error. The experiments, therefore,prove that the number of �-partiles sattered in a de�nite diretion variesas ose4'=2� [34℄.Moseley arried out preise measurements of the wavelengths ofK�-linesof 21 elements. Inspired by van den Broek he found a beautiful regularity inthat the wave number �(Z) of K� for element Z hanged in a regular waywhen passing from one element to the next, and using the hemial order ofelements in the periodi system.�We have here a proof that there is in the atom a fundamental quantity,whih inreases by regular steps as we pass from one element to the next.This quantity an only be the harge on the entral positive nuleus, of theexistene of whih we already have de�nite proof. Rutherford has shown,from the magnitude of the sattering of �-partiles by matter, that thisnuleus arries a + harge approximately equal to that of A=2 eletrons,where A is the atomi number. Barkla, from the sattering of X-rays bymatter, has shown that the number of eletrons in an atom is roughly A=2,whih for an eletrially neutral atom omes to the same thing. Now atomiweights inrease on the average by about 2 units at a time, and this stronglysuggests the view that N inreases from atom to atom always by a singleeletroni unit. We are therefore led by experiment to the view that N isthe same as the number of the plae oupied by the element in the periodisystem . . . This theory was originated by Broek and sine used by Bohr� [36℄.No wonder that Rutherford was enthusiasti when he wrote: �The origi-nal suggestion of van de Broek that the harge of the nuleus is equal to theatomi number and not to half the atomi weight seems to me very promis-ing. This idea has already been used by Bohr in his theory of the onstitutionof atoms. The strongest and most onvining evidene in support of this hy-pothesis will be found in a paper by Moseley in Philosophial Magazine ofthis month. He there shows that the frequeny of the X-radiations from anumber of elements an be simply explained if the number of unit harges on



Prehistory of Nulear Physis 17the nuleus is equal to the atomi number. It would appear that the hargeof the nuleus is the fundamental onstant whih determines the physialand hemial properties of the atom, while the atomi weight, although itapproximately follows the order of the nulear harge, is probably a om-pliated funtion of the latter depending on the detailed struture of thenuleus� [42℄.One the presene of negative eletrons in atomi nulei was aeptedas a working hypothesis, the question remained about the nature of thepositive harges situated there. Rutherford thought that these might bepositive eletrons:�The exeedingly small dimensions found for the hydrogen nuleus addweight to the suggestion that the hydrogen nuleus is the positive eletron,and its mass is entirely eletromagneti in origin. Aording to the eletro-magneti theory, the eletrial mass of a harged body, supposed spherial,is 2e2=3a where e is the harge and a the radius. The hydrogen nuleusonsequently must have a radius about 1/1830 of the eletron if its mass isto be explained in this way. There is no experimental evidene at presentontrary to suh an assumption. The helium nuleus has a mass nearlyfour times that of hydrogen. If one supposes that the positive eletron, i.e.the hydrogen atom, is a unit of whih all atoms are omposed, it is to beantiipated that the helium atom ontains four positive eletrons and twonegative� [43℄.Van den Broek also tried to estimate the dimensions of the positiveharges: �Should the �-partile be omposed of 4(H+) + 2 eletrons, thenthe number of nulear eletrons should be for U 142, that of the positiveunits 238, and, 380 partiles oupying about 2:7�10�35 .m., the positiveunit must be of equal size, if not idential with the eletron (0:5 � 10�37),but in a di�erent state� [44℄.By that time Rutherford already realized that �. . . the nuleus, thoughof minute dimensions, is in itself a very omplex system onsisting of a num-ber of positively and negatively harged bodies bound together by intenseeletri fores . . . � [45℄.5. The �rst arti�ial nulear transmutationThe outbreak of the World War slowed down or interrupted physis in-vestigations. In the end of 1917 Rutherford was able to resume studies ofthe interations of �-partiles with matter. The best known result of theseexperiments, published in 1919, was the identi�ation of the �rst arti�iallyindued nulear transformation.�It is di�ult to avoid the onlusion that the long-range atoms arisingfrom ollision of �-partiles with nitrogen are not nitrogen atoms but prob-



18 A.K. Wróblewskiably atoms of hydrogen, or atoms of mass 2 . . . . We must onlude thatthe nitrogen atom is disintegrated under the intense fores developed in alose ollision with a swift �-partile, and that the hydrogen atom whih isliberated formed a onstituent part of the nitrogen nuleus . . . � [46℄.At that time Rutherford developed a model of the struture of atominulei as built up of three smaller basi units. He best explained his ideasin the famous Bakerian leture on June 3, 1920 [47℄:�We should expet the H nuleus to be the simplest of all and, if it bethe positive eletron, it may have exeedingly small dimensions omparedwith the negative eletron . . . .In onsidering the possible onstitution of the elements, it is natural tosuppose that they are built up ultimately of hydrogen nulei and eletrons.On this view the helium nuleus is omposed of four hydrogen nulei andtwo negative eletrons with a resultant harge of two . . . .We have shown that atoms of mass about 3 arrying two positive hargesare liberated by �-partiles both from nitrogen and oxygen, and it is nat-ural to suppose that these atoms are independent units in the struture ofgases dots . We have seen that so far the nulei of three light atoms havebeen reognised experimentally as probable units of atomi struture, viz.H+1 , X++3 , He++4 , where the subsript represents the mass of the element�.Thus Rutherford speulated that: �We should antiipate from radioativedata that the nitrogen nuleus onsists of three helium nulei of atomi mass4 and either two hydrogen nulei or one of mass 2. If the H nulei wereoutriders of the main system of mass 12, the number of lose ollisions withthe bound H nulei would be less than if the latter were free, for the �-partile in a ollision omes under the ombined �eld of the H nuleus andof the entral mass . . . The general results indiate that the H nulei . . . aredistant about twie the diameter of the eletron (7 � 10�13 m) from theentre of the main atom� [46℄.�The expulsion of an H atom arrying one harge from nitrogen shouldlower the mass by 1 and the nulear harge by 1. The residual nuleusshould thus have a nulear harge 6 and mass 13, and should be an isotopeof arbon. If negative eletron is released at the same time, the residualatom beomes an isotope of nitrogen.The expulsion of a mass 3 arrying two harges from nitrogen, probablyquite independent of the release of the H atom, lowers the nulear hargeby 2 and the mass by 3. The residual atom should thus be an isotope ofboron of nulear harge 5 and mass 11. If an eletron esapes as well, thereremains an isotope of arbon of mass 11 . . . The data at present availableare quite insu�ient to distinguish between these alternatives dots� [47℄.



Prehistory of Nulear Physis 19The reations onsidered by Rutherford an be written in modern nota-tion as4He + 14N ! 4He + 1H + 13C4He + 14N ! 4He + 1H + 13N+e�4He + 14N ! 4He + 3X + 11B4He + 14N ! 4He + 3X + 11C+e�These shemes are of ourse quite di�erent from the present interpreta-tion. The reason was that Rutherford onsidered the 4He to be one of thebuilding bloks of matter and hene ould not aept that it also might besubjet to disintegration.Rutherford and James Chadwik systematially studied disintegrationof various elements by �-partiles and published the results in a series ofpapers [48�50℄. Disintegration was found in many elements, but some (e.g.H, He, Li, C, and O) failed to show the e�et.Meanwhile, Hans Pettersson, a Swedish physiist working in Vienna,laimed that the disintegrability of atomi nulei is universal and not aproperty of a limited number of elements [51℄. He doubted the satellitetheory of nulear disintegration proposed by Rutherford and advaned an�explosion theory� aording to whih the enounter of an �-partile witha nuleus aused its disruption. A prolonged ontroversy erupted in whihRutherford's experimental results were proven orret, although Pettersson'sattak on the satellite theory was justi�ed.In 1925 Partik Blakett published the results of the study of intera-tions of �-partiles in the loud hamber [52℄. In about 23,000 photographswith roughly 420,000 traks of �-partiles there were found eight �forks�undoubtedly representing the ejetion of a proton from a nitrogen nuleusaording to the now well-known sheme 14N + 4He ! 17O + 1H.Rutherford did not easily give up his ideas. Thus, in ommenting onBlakett's paper, he pointed out the existing inonsisteny in experimentalresults: �. . . The �ne trak of the proton was learly visible, also that of thereoiling nuleus, but there was no sign of a third trak to be expeted ifthe �-partile esaped after the ollision . . . In 1923 Prof. W.D. Harkins andR.W. Ryan (Journ. Amer. Chem. So., 45, p. 2095) . . . reorded aphotograph of a ollision in whih the �-ray trak broke into three distintbranhes � indiating a disintegration in whih two high speed partilesappear in addition to the reoiling nuleus. My attention has reently beendireted to another interesting photograph reorded by M. Akiyama (Jap.Journ. Phys., 2, p. 272, 1923), whih also shows three branhes . . . It is, ofourse, di�ult to reonile these photographs with the eight obtained byBlakett in whih no third branh has been noted . . . It is obvious that thereis still muh work to be done to lear up these di�ulties . . . � [53℄.



20 A.K. Wróblewski6. Models galoreWhile Rutherford and others tried to probe the properties of the atominuleus through systemati experimentation, many physiists attempted todevise models of its struture. These numerous eletron-proton nulear mod-els have been long forgotten but it is worth to mention at least some of thembeause they onstitute an important part of the history of physis.In the period 1914�1932 it was generally aepted that the nuleus on-tained negative eletrons and positive harges, usually identi�ed with theprotons. The model-builders were aware of the Earnshaw's theorem that asystem of partiles interating by fores varying as the inverse square of thedistane annot be in stable stati equilibrium, hene the omponents of thenuleus were assumed to be in motion.
(a)

(b) (c)Fig. 2. (a) Stewart's model of atomi nulei [54℄, (b) the struture of the �-partileaording to Gehrke [57℄; the negative eletrons are shown by large open irlesand the positive harges by small blak dots; () Harkins' model of the �-partile[55℄.



Prehistory of Nulear Physis 21Thus in 1918 Alfred Stewart [54℄ proposed that: �At the entre of thestruture is a group of negative eletrons travelling in losed orbits whih,for the sake of learness, may be assumed to be irular. Closely surroundingthis negative group lies another series of orbits oupied by positive eletronswhih, in some ases, are assoiated with negative eletrons in a manner to bedealt with later. These orbits are assumed to be irular also; their extremediameter may be taken, aording to Rutherford's view, as not being greaterthan 10�12 m.; and, as in the Rutherford atom, the mass of the system isassumed to be onentrated in this portion. Further still from the entre,other eletrons move in orbits of an elliptial harater, the ellipses beingmuh elongated, so that the eletrons travel in paths like those of omets inthe solar system . . . �.Muh attention was paid to the nuleus of helium (see Fig. 2). In themodel devised by William Harkins [55℄: �The helium nuleus is assumed toonsist of two negative eletrons whih have the form of rings, or diss, orspheres �attened into ellipsoids. The rings or diss lie with their greatestdimension perpendiular to the axis of the nuleus, and far from eah otherrelative to their dimensions, between the two diss near their edges are thepositive eletrons in a symmetrial arrangement, that is at the orners of asquare�.Still more ompliated was the �triplane model� by R. Hargreaves [56℄.He assumed that: (a) The atomi weight p is the number of positive eletronsontained in the nuleus; (b) The atomi number q is the number of negativeeletrons moving as satellites in orbits external to the nuleus, and ontrolledby the positive residue of the nuleus.�The di�erene p � q is the number of negative eletrons engaged inbinding together the positive units so as to form a struture. The nuleus istaken to be a struture in the sense that all units ontained revolve about aommon axis, with their relative positions unaltered, under attrations andrepulsions following eletrostati law. Further it is supposed that nulearorbits are on a muh smaller sale than those of satellites.In the upper and lower of three parallel equidistant planes equal irlesare desribed by positive eletrons, in the middle plane a irle of smallerradius is desribed by negative eletrons, all irles having their entres ona ommon axis perpendiular to the planes. Eah irle ontains n ele-ments equally spaed; positive lies over positive, but negative elements arein azimuth halfway between the positive. The irles are desribed with aommon angular veloity . . . � [56℄.Aording to a German physiist E. Gehrke the two negative eletrons inthe helium nuleus were surrounded by four symmetrially plaed positiveharges, alled �elementary nulei� (Elementarkernen) [57℄. Y. Takahashi[58℄ assumed that the nuleus of helium onsisted of four protons in a irle
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) The struture of 6Li aording to Gehrke [57℄; the symbols are the sameas in Fig. 2b, (b) Rutherford's models for the three isotopes of lithium [47℄.and two eletrons on the axis. To explain the observed stability of �-partilesit was neessary to assume that Coulomb's law is not obeyed.The models of the struture of heavier nulei were quite ompliated.Aording to Hans Wol� [59℄ the nuleus had a form of a irular dis, madeup of onentri rings. Positively harged H and He partiles desribedirular orbits around the midpoint of the atom as entre. Around eahpositive harge revolved the negative eletrons. E. Gehrke [60℄ proposedan �onion-like� struture of the nulei of heavier atoms. Thus, the nuleusof Na was simply the nuleus of Li surrounded by the ring of 4 �-partiles.The nuleus of Cu was omposed of the nuleus of Na and the ring of 10�-partiles, and 2 nulear eletrons, the nuleus of Ag was formed of thenuleus of Cu and the ring of 11 �-partiles, and 4 nulear eletrons, and soon.
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(a) (b)Fig. 4. (a) The model of 14N aording to Gehrke [60℄, (b) Rutherford's models[47℄ for 12C, 14N, and 16O. The building bloks are the hydrogen nulei, �-partilesand X++3 partiles.In the model of S. Ono [61℄ the protons in an atomi nuleus lay intwo zones, an inner one solid and spherial and in whih eah proton wasaompanied by a single eletron, and an outer spherial shell in whihthe protons form pairs, eah pair with one eletron. G.I. Pokrowski [62℄was onvined that the nuleus is a system of di�erently harged onentrispheres, some positive and others negative.The heavier the nuleus, the more intriate were the proposed models.A faniful model for Z = 44, A = 118 proposed by Emil Kohlweiler [63℄ wasso involved (see Fig. 5) that an eminent historian of siene ompared it toa Gothi athedral [64℄.In 1925 Rutherford also extended his �satellite� nulear model of 1919.It now inluded �satellites� (negative eletrons and positive protons), whihformed losely spaed �neutral doublets�. The new model used to explainwhy uranium freely emits relatively low energy �-partiles (of range 2.7 m),while �-partiles of higher energy (of range 6.7 m) are sattered away. Theemission of low energy �-partiles was explained as due to the break upof losely spaed �satellites� [65℄. In 1927 Rutherford extended the modelquantitatively by showing that a number of -ray lines ould be interpretedas arising from transitions of suh �satellites� (see Fig. 6). He did not giveup this model even after Gamow's quantum theory of �-deay (1928).
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Fig. 5. Kohlweiler's model for atomi number 44 and atomi weight 118 [63℄.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) The disintegration of the 14N nuleus by �-partiles aording to Ruther-ford [46℄, (b) Rutherford's extended �satellite model� of nulei [65℄.



Prehistory of Nulear Physis 257. The �nitrogen atastrophe� and other ontroversiesThe presene of eletrons inside the atomi nulei had been a ommonlyaepted fat by the physiists in the 1920s. But the development of quan-tum mehanis and experimental data on the band spetra of moleulesquikly led to a ontroversy with the spin-statistis theorem.For example, in the eletron-proton model of atomi nulei the nuleusof nitrogen 14 was thought to onsist of 14 protons and 7 eletrons, a totalof 21 partiles. The odd number of spin 1/2 partiles ought to produe ahalf-integer total spin. But the studies of the Raman band spetra for O2and N2 proved beyond doubt that both nulei obeyed the Bose statistis.It was found shortly that the nuleus of lithium 6 also has the �wrong�statistis. There were various desperate attempts to �nd an explanation ofthis ontroversy. Experimental data were questioned [66℄. In this onnetionit is worth iting Ralph de Kronig [67℄: �One is therefore probably requiredto assume that in the nuleus the protons and eletrons do not maintaintheir identity in the same way as in the ase when they are outside thenuleus�.Another oneptual di�ulty followed from the Heisenberg's unertaintyrelation, beause it ould be demonstrated that an eletron on�ned to nu-lear dimensions would have to possess momentum, and hene energy, muhlarger than known nulear binding energies.The most serious problem was that of the energy in the �-deay. Alreadyin 1914 James Chadwik disovered [68℄ that the beta-spetrum of radiumB + C is ontinuous with some lines superimposed on it. This �ndingwas on�rmed by other experimenters, the most preise being the resultof Charles Drummond Ellis and William Alfred Wooster [69℄. All attemptsto �nd an explanation of why a two-body deay leads to a ontinuous spe-trum were futile. Some part of the energy released in the deay seemed todisappear. Niels Bohr was even ready to aept non-onservation of energyin �-deay.It is well known that in 1930 Wolfgang Pauli ame out with anotherdesperate solution by postulating the existene of a new partile. In a letterof Deember 4 to Hans Geiger and Lise Meitner partiipating in a physisonferene in Tübingen, he wrote [70℄:�I have ome upon a desperate way out regarding the `wrong' statistis ofthe N- and the Li 6-nulei, as well as to the ontinuous �-spetrum, in orderto save the alternation law of `statistis' and the energy law. To wit, thepossibility that there ould exist in the nulei eletrially neutral partilesthat I wish to all neutrons, whih have spin 1/2 and satisfy the exlusionpriniple, and whih are further distint from light quanta in that they donot move with light veloity. The mass of the neutrons should be of thesame order of magnitude as the eletron mass, and in any ase not larger



26 A.K. Wróblewskithan 0.01 times the proton mass. The ontinuous �-spetrum would thenbeome understandable from the assumption that in �-deay a neutron isemitted along with the eletron, in suh a way that the sum of the energiesof neutron and eletron is onstant . . . �.The name �neutrino� for Pauli's hypothetial partile was proposed byEnrio Fermi after the disovery of the neutron by James Chadwik in 1932.8. The disovery of the neutronI shall only brie�y remind that the disovery of the neutron was the endresult of the series of studies undertaken in order to understand the �beryl-lium radiation� disovered in 1930 by Walter Bothe and Herbert Beker [71℄.They found out that by exposing beryllium to �-partiles from polonium, aradiation, more penetrating than ordinary -rays, was produed. Irène Curieand Frédéri Joliot [72℄ onluded from their studies that this radiation inturn is able to ejet protons from para�n or other hydrogenous substaneby means of a Compton sattering proess. Their paper was published onJanuary 18, 1932. Chadwik immediately understood that the proposedinterpretation ould not be orret. He deided to perform a series of exper-iments with various targets and obtained strong evidene that orpusularradiation, not -rays, were being produed in beryllium by �-partiles. OnFebruary 17 he sent a preliminary note [73℄ to Nature, whih was followedby a full report on the disovery of the neutron [74℄.Aording to a widespread story Chadwik was mentally prepared forthe neutron beause its possible existene had been suggested by his master,Ernest Rutherford, in the Bakerian Leture [47℄. As reported by Ruther-ford's biographer, Arthur Eve [75℄: �Prof. Joliot told me an interesting storyof his work with his wife, Irène Curie, on the e�et of �-rays on beryllium.Although they both followed all publiations with are and interest they hadnot read Rutherford's seond Bakerian Leture, beause `in suh leturesit is rare to �nd anything novel whih has not been published elsewhere'.Joliot stated that if he and his wife had read Rutherford's propheti sugges-tion about the neutron in the Bakerian Leture, it is possible or probablethat they would have identi�ed the neutron in plae of Chadwik�.This explanation does not hold water. The Bakerian Leture by Ruther-ford was not the only plae where the neutron was mentioned. The existeneof this partile was onsidered by several other authors in the leading peri-odials [76℄, so that it was hard to miss it.The disovery of the neutron did not hange physiists' views on theonstituents of atomi nulei overnight. Rutherford imagined a hypothetialneutron to be a very lose ombination of a proton and an eletron. Chad-wik held the same opinion. In this onnetion it is interesting to reall someopinions expressed during the disussion on the struture of atomi nulei



Prehistory of Nulear Physis 27held at the Royal Soiety on April 28, two months after Chadwik's paperwas published [77℄:�. . . It is generally supposed that the nuleus of a heavy element onsistsmainly of �-partiles with an admixture of a few free protons and eletrons,but the exat division between these onstituents is unknown . . . It appearsas if the eletron within the nuleus behaves quite di�erently from the ele-tron in the outer atom . . . it now seems lear that the nulear -rays aredue to the transition of an �-partile between energy levels in an exitednuleus . . . .The idea of the possible existene of �neutrons�, that is, of a lose ombi-nation of a proton and an eletron to form a unit of mass nearly 1 and zeroharge is not new . . . � (Rutherford).�The neutron may be pitured as a small dipole, or perhaps better, as aproton embedded in an eletron. On either view the `radius' of the neutronwill be between 10�13 m and 10�12 m . . . � (Chadwik).�It must not be forgotten that there are other partiles in the nuleusbesides �-partiles and eletrons. Fowler has suggested that the preseneof protons may be responsible for ertain peuliarities of the spetrum, andreent work shows that we may even have to onsider neutrons of one ormore kinds . . . � (Ellis).�We must examine how the neutron �ts into the sheme of modernphysis. From the point of view of the lassial quantum theory, it is di�ultto see how it an exist . . . � (Lindemann).Soon, however, it beame obvious that Chadwik's disovery indiateda new diretion in the study of atomi nulei. Dmitri Iwanenko [78℄ andWerner Heisenberg [79℄ initiated the neutron�proton model of atomi nulei.A new type of interation, whih we now all strong, found its plae inphysis. The story of its gradual aeptane by the physis ommunity hasbeen told in detail by Roger Stuewer [64℄.9. The true birth of nulear physisBefore 1929 the papers on radioativity and related studies were lassi-�ed in Siene Abstrats [80℄ either in the setion entitled �Moleular physis,Matter and Ether� or in �Radiation�. In the 1929 edition the name of theformer setion was hanged to �Moleular and Atomi Physis�, while the�Radiation� setion remained unhanged. More signi�ant hange took plaein 1932. The setion �Atomi and Moleular Struture� was divided intoeight subsetions, of whih the �rst three were: �Atomi Struture�, �Peri-odi System�, �Isotopes and Isobares�. Also a new subsetion, alled �Nu-leus (Synthesis and Disintegration)�, was introdued in the �Radioativity�setion.One has to remember that 1932 was another annus mirabilis, whihbrought besides the neutron also the disoveries of the positron by Carl D.



28 A.K. WróblewskiAnderson [81℄℄, and the deuterium by Harold Urey, Ferdinand Brikweddeand George Murphy [82℄. John Cokroft and Ernest Walton ahieved the�rst nulear disintegration, p+7Li! � + �, initiated by arti�ially aeler-ated partiles [83℄, while Ernest Lawrene, Stanley Livingston sueeded tooperate an 1.2 MeV ylotron and later reported [84℄ on the �rst nulearreation studied with that aelerator.Thus, it is not surprising that the following year (1933) in the �Atomiand Moleular Struture� setion we �nd subsetions suh as: �Nulear Con-stitution�, �Arti�ial Disintegration of Elements�, �Isotopes and Isobares�,and �Neutrons�. The number of papers on nulear physis roketed up, asshown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. The number of papers listed in Siene Abstrats [80℄ with key words�nuleus� or �nulear�.Thus the study of the atomi nuleus has �nally ome of age. Nulearphysis was born and started to be of entral interest to physiists. Under-standably, the theme of the Seventh Solvay Conferene from Otober 22 to29, 1933 was �Struture and Properties of Atomi Nulei�.It was, however, still rather new and little known, as illustrated by anamusing story reported by Charles Weiner [85℄: �In the early thirties MaxBorn had prepared a paper on quantum theory of the nuleus. He wrote thepaper long-hand labelling it �For the Conferene of Nulear Physis�. Hemade his �n� 's and �u� 's very muh alike so that his stenographer in opyingit wrote `For the Conferene of Unlear Physis' �.REFERENCES[1℄ H.A. Bethe, Nulear Physis, Rev. Mod. Phys. 71, S6 (Centenary 1999).[2℄ M. Mladjenovi¢, The History of Early Nulear Physis (1896-1931), WorldSienti�, Singapore 1992.[3℄ W. Crookes, Inaugural Address, Nature 58, 438 (1898).[4℄ J. Elster, H. Geitel, Versuhe an Bequerel-Strahlen, Ann. Phys.(Leipzig) 66,735 (1898).[5℄ M. Skªodowska-Curie, Rayons mis par le omposés de l'uranium et du tho-rium, C. R. Aad. Si. 126, 110 (1898). [English translation from H. M.Davis, The Chemial Elements, Siene Servie, Washington 1952℄.
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